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True randomness is achievable only by sampling a
quantum physical process thanks to the intrinsically prob-
abilistic nature of quantum mechanics. Quantum Random
Number Generators (QRNGs) are fundamental in many
fields of science and information technology. In partic-
ular, they can also be used in foundation Quantum Me-
chanics experiments[1, 2] which require timed-random
number in order to close the freedom of choice loop-
hole. Timed-random number means a number created af-
ter trigger tA and before deadline tB .

Our QRNG consists of a light source attenuated to sin-
gle photon level and of one or more single photon detec-
tors (SPDs) as well as a Field Programmable Gated Array
(FPGA) board. The light source and the SPD generate
and detect single photons while the FPGA is responsible
for the generation and synchronization of the random bit
in a specific time-window.

Several different generation protocols are imple-
mented within the device and one can choose a protocol
over the others depending on the specific application re-
quirements. Protocols have different performances and
are based on photons relative time of arrival, overall pho-
ton detection in time interval and randomness extraction
algorithm[3, 4, 5]; they guarantee true randomness. A
schematic example of one of these protocol is shown in
figure 1.

Figure 1: Comparing the number of events within a time-
window defines whether is produced 0 or 1. Figure from [3].

Our QRNG takes advantage of the FPGA technology
in order to yield random numbers with specific time re-

quirements. As a matter of fact, this technology allows a
perfect control over the time evolution of the QRNG since
every operation is multiple of the fundamental time unit
defined by the system clock. This feature guarantees a
real-time behaviour and the synchronization of the device
with an external trigger from an experiment. For a block
schematic view see figure 2. Indeed, the device was suc-
cessfully used in [1]. In addition to the quantum mechan-
ics experiments, our device could be used in other fields
including quantum communication, quantum and classi-
cal cryptography.

Figure 2: Block-schematic view of the time synchronization
system between the QRNG and an external experiment.
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